
9/9/2023 2:32 AMROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

URGENT: Sentencing letter for Owen Shroyer, please acknowledge
receipt
To npattis@pattisandsmith.com <npattis@pattisandsmith.com>  

Norm Pattis,

This is Roberta Hill, the mother of Brian Hill. My son has typed up and has signed a
sentencing letter for your client that my son feels is too close to the date of the sentencing
hearing. My son has a good excuse for why he didn't mail this letter at an earlier time for
Owen Shroyer's case. Brian had dealt with his grandad in the hospital and was more recently
at a nursing home then an assisted living care facility. Brian had gotten through the emotions
and had decided to write a sentencing letter for your client Jonathan Own Shroyer. It is
attached.

Please acknowledge receipt. If you want, you can simply print out the sentencing letter and
present it at his sentencing if you feel that it may help your client in any way. If it is too late,
at least you can show Owen the support he is getting from people who do care about
him and respect him for the good he has done.

Brian plans on mailing this letter by Express Mail by USPS to the Clerk of the Court on
Saturday to make sure that it is received on Monday. That is unless you can at least
acknowledge my son's sentencing letter for Shroyer. If you don't think mailing it Express Mail
today on Saturday will matter, you can reply to this email letting my son know that it may be
too late to mail it with the hearing soon approaching.

You do have CM/ECF access and you could also present the sentencing letter at the hearing
if the court rules permit. Brian has a good excuse for why he is filing this close to the
sentencing date.

My son has filed similar sentencing letters in both the Roger Stone case and the Stewart
Rhodes case and both were accepted for filing by two federal judges in the Washington, DC
court. So chances are my son's sentencing letter for Owen Shroyer may be accepted for filing
or to be used for the sentencing hearing.
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/62601584/599/united-states-v-rhodes-iii/
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/14515855/262/united-states-v-stone/

Brian hopes you will at least acknowledge receipt. I use a PACER account and so does
Brian's grandparents. So if my son's sentencing letter does get accepted, then we can always
check PACER. I am just asking to make sure that you have received it with at least plenty of
time to review over the sentencing letter.

Hope you have a great day,
Roberta Hill
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Declaration in support of sentencing for Owen Shroyer(6).pdf (766 KB)
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